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COCONUT-RELATED ARTICLES

A
Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.4 #3284

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3330

H 8.1.3.1 #4018

Notes: H 8.1.3 #3339

Notes: H 8.1.3 #3335

Notes: H 8.1.3 #3342

Notes: Label: 8.1.3.1
CallNumber: 11509

Notes: H 8.1.3 #3340

**Notes:** H 2.5 #5844


**Notes:** Label: 8.1.3
CallNumber: 2996

Anon. n.d. *Getting the Most From Your Coconuts*. PHILCOA Educational Series Pamphlet No. 1

**Notes:** Label: 8.1.3

Anon. n.d. *Les symptômes de carence en fer du cocotier. Practique Agricole. 84*

**Notes:** Label: 8.1.3.1
CallNumber: 11498

Ariffin bin Mohd Nor, Chan HY. 1978. *Strategical changes and optimum land use alternatives for perennial agriculture in Peninsular Malaysia*. Agricultural Series Report 5

**Notes:** S 8.1 #671


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook

_B_


**Notes:** H 8.1.3 #5234


**Notes:** H 8.1.3.2 #6356


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3 #5151


**Notes:** S 8.1.1 #11708
*Notes:* S 8.1.1 #11709

Agronomy, Crop Protection.
*Notes:* S 8.1.1 #9213

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #4531

*Notes:* S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6642e

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #11476

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #11479

*Notes:* #5475e

*Notes:* Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook H: 8.1.3 #3333

*Notes:* Label: 8.1.1

*Notes:* Label: 8.1.3
Calica CA, Bigornia AE. n.d. *Symptomatology of the Yellow Mottle Decline (Cadang - cadang) of Coconuts.*

Notes: Label: 8.1.3.2


Notes: H 8.1.1.1 #7614


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts H 8.1.3 #5153


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts H 8.1.3 #5165


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts H 8.1.3 #5170


Notes: #14632 in 8.8 #14611


Notes: #14627 in 8.8 #14611


Notes: #14628 in 8.8 #14611


Notes: H 2.8.1.1 #3700

Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2625


Notes: Conference Name: Mardi National Coconut Conference
H 8.1.3.1 #3171


Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3 #5140


Notes: H 8.1.1.4 #6399


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3838

**COCONUT- RELATED ARTICLES**


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2639


Notes: H 8.1.3 #2637


Notes: H 8.1.3 #2636


Notes: H 8.1.3 #3556


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2635


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2647

Notes: Label: 8.1.3.1


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 10677


Notes: H 8.1 #1865


Notes: #18044e (Presentation)

D


Notes: CallNumber: 6563


Notes: CallNumber: 6561


Notes: CallNumber: 6562


Notes: H 8.1.3#5584


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2646


Notes: H 8.1.3 #5582


Notes: S 2.8 #10687


Notes: Conference Name: Symposium on Biological Sciences, First Post-War Science Conference H 8.1.3 #4264

  **Notes:** H 8.1.3 #3600

de Taffin G, Quencez P. 1980. *An aspect of anionic nutrition in the oil palm and coconut. Problem of chlorine.* Oléagineux. 35:539–546
  **Notes:** Label: 8.1.1.1
  CallNumber: 4234

  **Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
  H: 8.1.3 #3840

  **Notes:** Conference Name: Symposium on Biological Sciences, First Post-War Science Conference, Manila, 15-21 July 1968
  H 8.1.3.2 #3344

  **Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
  H 8.1.3 #5162

  **Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
  H 8.1.4 #3320

  **Notes:** S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6651e

  **Notes:** S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6652e

  **Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on...
Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3.1 #5173

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #2624

*Notes:* H 8.1.1.4 #10727

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #2785

*Notes:* Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.4.2 #3290

E

*Notes:* S 8.1.3 #3011

*Notes:* Label: 8.1.3

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #3598

F

*Notes:* #16342e

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #2914

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #3586
**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference  
H 8.1.3 #2630

Frémont Y, Ouvrier M. 1971. *Importance to the young coconut palm of suitable mineral nutrition from the time of field planting on a beach sand*.  
Oléagineux. 26:609-616.  
**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #2628

**Notes:** H 8.1.3 #5431

**Notes:** H 8.1.3 #6352

**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts  
H 8.1.3 #5171

G

**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #3373

**Notes:** H 8.1.3 #6355

**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts  
H 8.1.3 #5154

**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3 #5155

**Notes:** Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 10659

**Notes:** Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 10656

**Notes:** H 8.1.1.4 #10680

**Notes:** S 8.1 #7616 > #7685

**Notes:** Conference Name: National Coconut Conference H 8.1.3.1 #6349

**Notes:** Conference Name: Malaysian Soil Science Conference, Penang, 19-21 April 1993
H 8.1.3.1 #3146

**Notes:** H 8.1.3 #6354

H

**Notes:** #8845e

**Notes:** S 8.1.1.1 #3261 / H 2.8.1.3 #6430

Lumpur. p 508-510.

**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3.2 #5169


**Notes:** 03/03/11
CallNumber: 12370
Breure;
The Oil Palm – Management for Large and Sustainable Yields


**Notes:** #5316e


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3 #5164


**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3.2 #5145


**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3 #5148

I


**Notes:** S 2.5 # 580

J


80

Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 10662


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 10638


Notes: Label: 8.1.3


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook

K


Notes: #14619 in 8.8 #14611


Notes: #14623 in 8.8 #14611


Notes: H 5 #4489


Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference

H 8.1.3.1 #5150


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3.2 #4286

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3 #5166

Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
Notes: #3280e

Notes: S 26.1.3 #9074

L

Notes: #16323e

Notes: H 19.5 #6358

Notes: #16321e

Notes: #14640 in 8.8 #14611

Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #3337

Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #3590
Loh HP, Tan YP, Arikiah A, Chan E. 1986. Replanting coconut in the cocoa-
coconut intercropping system. The Incorporated Society of Planters: Kuala
Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H: 8.1.3 #3833

Notes: H 8.1.3 #2773

M

MacEvoy MG. 1974. Establishment and Management of Pastures in Coconut
Plantations. Extension Bulletin 38

Early Growth Response of Ivory Coast Coconut Hybrids (Dwarf x Tall)
under Different Agro-Climatic Conditions in the Philippines. Zamboanga
City, 24-25 November 1979.
Notes: Conference Name: Second National Conference/Workshop on
Coconut Hybrid Pilot Farms
H 8.1.3 #4237

Magat SS, Cadigal VL, Habana JA. 1975. Yield improvement of coconut in
elevated inland area of Davao (Philippines) by KCl fertilization.
Oléagineux. 30:413-416.
Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #3090

Magat SS, Maravilla JN, Padrones GD. 1979. N-Mg-Cl fertilization of coconuts
grown under inland-upland areas of Davao. Philippine Coconut Authority
Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #4417

Magat SS, Margate RZ, Habana JA. 1988. Effects of increasing rates of sodium
chloride (common salt) fertilization on coconut palms grown under an
Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #5002

Magat SS, Margate RZ, Prudente RL. 1977. Utilization of common salt (sodium
chloride) as a fertilizer and for the control of leaf spot disease of
Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #3587

Magat SS, Padrones GD, Alforja LM. 1993. Residual effects of three chloride
fertilizers on yield and leaf nutrient levels of coconuts grown on an
Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #4025

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #3577


*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #3591


*Notes:* Conference Name: Coconut R & D Symposium, 30 Years Founding Anniversary of the PCA-Davao Research Center H 8.1.3.1 #4012


*Notes:* H 8.1.4 #3348


*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #3096


*Notes:* Label: 8.1.3.1


*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #3099


*Notes:* Label: 8.1.1.4

CallNumber: 10669


*Notes:* Label: 8.1.1.4

CallNumber: 10650


*Notes:* CallNumber: 6667

Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4  
CallNumber: 10655


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4  
CallNumber: 10668


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4  
CallNumber: 10663


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4  
CallNumber: 10665


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4  
CallNumber: 10639


Notes: S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6657e


Notes: S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6671e


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts  
H 8.1.3.2 #5160


Notes: H 8.1.1.4 #10676


Notes: Conference Name: National Science and Technology Week  
H 8.1.3.1 #3827

Mendra IK, Rika IK, Oka MG, Nurjaya MGO. 1991. *Utilisation of forage resources from vanilla-growing areas under coconuts in Bali.* In: Shelton HM, Stur...

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3329


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3328


Notes: H 8.1.3 #3651


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #3576


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3 #5167


Notes: S 8.8 #14637 > #14611


Notes: S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6663e


Notes: H 8.1.1.4 #10695

Moss JRJ. 1992. *Measuring light interception and the efficiency of light utilisation by the coconut palm (Cocos nucifera)*. Exp.Agric. 20

Notes: H 8.1.3 #15870

**Notes:** Pages 33-43 only held

**Label:** 8.1.3.1


**Notes:** Conference Name: National Coconut Conference

**H 8.1.3.2 #3124**

N


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts

**H 8.1.3 #5163**


**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #4263


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the National Symposium on Plantation Crops

**H 8.1.3.1 #4245**


**Notes:** S 8.8 #14620 > #14611


**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa-Coconut Seminar 1976, Tawau

**H 8.1.3 #2642**


**Notes:** S 8.1.1.1 #3257


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Cocoa and Coconuts  
H 8.1.3 #5168

**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts  
H 8.1.3 #5156

**Notes:** S 8.8 #14635 > #14611

**Notes:** S 8.8 #14625 > #14611

**Notes:** S 8.8 #14622 > #14611

O

**Notes:** S 2.8 #2140 > #2141e

**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #3588

**Notes:** H 8.1.3 #3341

**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #5429


**Notes:** Label: 8.1.3.1


**Notes:** Label: 8.1.1.1

CallNumber: 2969


**Notes:** #5424e


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3.1 #3332


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #5172


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3.2 #5159


**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3 #5149


**Notes:** Label: 8.1.3.1

CallNumber: 11213
*Notes:* Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Cococnuts
H 8.1.3.1 #2631

Ouvrier M. 1982. **Mineralisation of the bunch in the hybrid coconut PB-121, from the flower to maturity.** Oléagineux. 37:229-236.
*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #3597

P

*Notes:* S 8.1.1 #2562

*Notes:* H 8.1.1 #2561

*Notes:* In Bahasa Indonesia
S 8.1.1 #4824

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #2644

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #2652

*Notes:* S 8.1 #8024

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.2 #2643

*Notes:* H 8.1.3.1 #3596

*Notes:* H 8.1.3 #11198

Notes: H 21.6 #8080
Notes: S 8.1.3 #6779

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings: International Conference on Soils and Nutrition of Perennial Crops Shelf - in #7685 (8.1); 8123e

Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #3091

Notes: S 8.1.1 #8647

Notes: S 8.1.1 #8646

Notes: H 8.1.3 #753

Notes: S 25.2 #16056 > 16085

**Q**

Notes: #3594e

**R**

Notes: Conference Name: Conference on Cocoa & Coconuts H 8.1.3 #11724


Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa-Coconut Seminar 1976, Tawau
H 8.1.3 #2641


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #4410

S


Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3 #5141


Notes: S 8.8 #14621 > #14611


Notes: S 8.8 #14629 > #14611


Notes: S 8 #8859


Notes: S 8.1.1 #8853 > #6681e


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2916


Notes: Label: 26.1.5
CallNumber: 2665


Notes: H 8.1.3.2 #3092

**Notes:** S 8.8 #14626 > #14611


**Notes:** S 8.8 #1469 > #14611


**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa-Coconut Seminar 1976, Tawau H 8.1.4 #3552


**Notes:** Label: 8.1.3.1


**Notes:** H 8.1.3.2 #6357


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook H 8.1.3 #3832


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook H 8.1.3 #3299


**Notes:** Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference H 8.1.3 #5147


**Notes:** S 8.8 #14636 > #14611

for plantation crops. ACIAR proceedings no. 32. Bali: Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR). p 147-150.

Notes: S 8.8 #14638 > #14611


Notes: S 8.8 #14631 > #14611


Notes: Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 10660


Notes: Conference Name: South Pacific Commission. Technical Meeting on Coconut Production
H 8.1.3.1 #2627


Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3.2 #5144


Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3.2 #5161


Notes: S 8.8 #14632 > #14611


Notes: H 8.1.3 #5583


Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2634

Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3.2 #5146

T

Notes:S 8.8 #14634 > #14611

Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts in Malaysia: Proceedings of the Conference
H 8.1.3 #5143

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3334

Notes: S 8.8 #14633 > #14611

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3835

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3.2 #5157
Notes: H 8.1.3.1 #2640

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook
H 8.1.3 #3837

Notes: Conference Name: Cocoa and Coconuts Conference
Label: 8.1.3.2

Notes: Conference Name: International Conference on Plant Protection in the Tropics
Label: 8.1.1.4
CallNumber: 2594

U

Notes: H 8.1.3.2 #5432

V

Notes: H 8.1.3 #6353

Notes: Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts
H 8.1.3 #5152

Notes: #2917e

Notes: Conference Name: IFA-FADINAP SEA & the Pacific Regional Fertilizer Conference
H 2.8.3 #4906

**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #2626


**Notes:** Conference Name: Seminar on The Coconut, 1983, and Thereafter H 8.1.3.1 #4913


**Notes:** CallNumber: 4261


**Notes:** H 8.1.1.1 #3578


**Notes:** Conference Name: Potassium in Agricultural Soils Symposium Label: 2.8.1.3 CallNumber: 4915


**Notes:** H 21.6 #5812e


**Notes:** H 8.1.3.1 #5474

W


**Notes:** S 8.8 #14624 > #14611

Y


**Notes:** Conference Name: Proceedings of the International Conference on Cocoa and Coconuts: Progress and Outlook H 8.1.3 #3839